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Following the release of the Technical Expert Group (TEG) final report on the EU Sustainable Taxonomy, we, a coalition of experts, scientists, think tanks, and environmental, social justice, human rights, and health NGOs representing millions of EU and non-EU citizens, and working with millions of people in the Global South, are writing to reiterate our support for an EU sustainable taxonomy rooted in climate and environmental science to boost the development of fully sustainable economic activities, accelerate the shift from brown to green, and reduce the risk of greenwashing.

Many of us contributed extensively to the Commission’s consultation and also issued a joint letter in June of 2019, outlining ten priorities we thought the taxonomy should reflect. We are returning to those priorities below to point out further steps the Commission should take to ensure the taxonomy Delegated Act on climate mitigation fully responds to the climate crisis. As current news headlines demonstrate, crises require determined responses based on scientific evidence and anchored in well-functioning democratic institutions.

In addition to these ten priorities, we warmly welcome the TEG’s call to complement the sustainable taxonomy with an unsustainable taxonomy, which is crucial to reliably identify risky sectors and accelerate their transition. We also support an independent, science-based EU Platform to set up and regularly review the taxonomy’s technical screening criteria.

A. Economic activities to be improved with tighter criteria

1. Bioenergy

We welcome the TEG’s recognition that the bioenergy criteria in the revised Renewable Energy Directive are severely flawed and completely inadequate as a basis for classifying green investments. We also welcome the feedstock-based approach: when it comes to bioenergy’s climate impacts, what matters is what is burnt, not how it was produced. However, the Commission should go further: the TEG’s proposal would still allow many feedstocks which will increase emissions compared to fossil fuels, for example tree trunks, stumps, energy crops and so called ‘low indirect land-use change-risk’ food and feed crops, and would allow the use of fuels based on fossil carbon.

2. Forestry

The taxonomy relies on the notion of sustainable forest management, which entails cutting less than the annual growth and giving equal consideration to environmental and social aspects, as well as economic ones. However, logging operations and forest management should not qualify if: they reduce forests’ carbon sink function overall, thus harming the climate, or lead to irreversible forest degradation or
biodiversity loss. Forest management should generally be adapted to the respective site/soil/forest conditions. A highly referenced April 2019 study published in Nature concluded that “restoring natural forests is the best way to remove atmospheric carbon”. The Commission should accordingly tighten forestry criteria.

Concretely, one of our main concerns is the lack of action to protect natural forests against deforestation or severe degradation. Afforestation or reforestation of forests is insufficient to replace forests lost to deforestation or which are highly degraded. Protecting existing natural forests, restoring and enriching biodiversity, as well as the carbon storage potential to generate forests that are resilient, are important. The taxonomy’s ‘do-no-harm’ element should therefore be an underlying requirement.

3. Hydropower

We believe that the TEG’s ‘do no significant harm’ criteria should be tightened for hydropower within the EU, where the almost 20,000 dams which already exist are heavily disrupting freshwater ecosystems and where lower-impact and viable renewable alternatives exist. Greenfield hydropower plants should therefore no longer be developed in Europe and there should instead be a refocus on retrofits. Outside the EU, hydropower should never affect freshwater ecosystems of high ecological importance nor take place in protected areas. It should only be developed when alternatives such as solar, wind or demand-side energy efficiency are unfeasible. This should be based on comprehensive energy scenario analyses, basin-wide impact assessments, and cost-benefit analyses which give nature, water conservation, and human rights the same weight as economic, climate, and energy issues.

4. Passenger Cars and Vans

The final TEG taxonomy report allows for vehicles with tailpipe emission intensity of 50 g CO2/km to be eligible until 2025. This threshold allows for vehicles that are incompatible with the EU’s 2050 targets to be regarded as taxonomy-compliant. Instead, the threshold for this activity should be set at 0g of CO2/km from the date of the Taxonomy’s entry into force so that only vehicles compatible with the EU’s carbon neutrality target are eligible.

5. Cross-cutting ‘do no significant harm’ criteria on biodiversity

We raised concerns about the interim TEG taxonomy report, that have been largely addressed by the TEG: it mainstreamed the ‘do no significant harm’ minimum requirement for most economic activities that they should not harm protected areas like UNESCO World Heritage Sites and Key Biodiversity Areas. However, the ‘do no significant harm’ criteria for infrastructure still need to be improved further.
B. Economic activities to be removed from the EU sustainable taxonomy

6. Biofuels and biogas use in transport

Under the TEG’s proposals, trucks, coaches, and vessels that use liquid biofuels or biogas would be eligible. But such vehicles and vessels can also use fossil diesel or gas, so a truck could use advanced biofuels one day and diesel the next. In practice, it is extremely unlikely that a financial market participant would monitor every vehicle or vessel refuelling in a fleet. Even if they did, there would be no independent verification or enforcement in place to ensure the Taxonomy criteria were met.

The taxonomy should therefore exclude any trucks, coaches, and ships (as well as the related refuelling infrastructure) that can also run on fossil diesel or gas.

7. Livestock

We recommend not to include livestock activities in the taxonomy for the time being as it is difficult to assess livestock’s greenhouse gas emissions. The industry as a whole is highly carbon-intensive, emissive, polluting, and strongly linked to deforestation. In addition, there are major animal welfare and human health concerns. Including livestock risks slowing down the transition to a more sustainable, plant-based diet, as required in Paris-compliant climate scenarios. Organic livestock could be an exception and could therefore be included.

C. Economic activities that were rightly excluded and should not be reincluded

8. Nuclear power

Nuclear power was rightly excluded by the TEG as it significantly harms the taxonomy’s pollution prevention and circular economy objectives, due to long term impacts of nuclear waste with regards to the “do no significant harm principle”. As highlighted in the TEG report there is an international consensus that a safe, long-term technical solution is still needed to address this problem. It is also responsible for some of the worst man-made disasters in recent times.

Several national and regional ecolabelling schemes exclude nuclear power, as well as most green sovereign bond issues to date; to avoid damage to the EU Ecolabel’s reputation, and given expectations of retail investors, we agree that this exclusion is justified.

9. Fossil fuels (including gas)

Fossil fuels clearly operate on emissions that are far beyond the 100 gCO2/KWh threshold identified by the TEG. The TEG has correctly excluded them and the TEG threshold should not be weakened: it will actually have to be tightened in a few years, as rightly proposed by the TEG. Mid-stream oil and gas is also excluded and should not be reincluded.
10. Incineration

The TEG has rightly excluded waste incineration as it undermines upper-tier activities of the waste hierarchy which are more protective of the climate. Indeed, as the circular economy is one of the taxonomy’s objectives, it is important to note that much of what is currently used as incinerator feedstock can and will have to be recycled or composted. By recognising the environmental impact and lock-in caused by incineration, the TEG recommendation is consistent with the hierarchy of the EU Waste Framework Directive.
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